DATACENTRE

COLOCATION

OvertheWire provides piece of mind
through a secure and monitored
environment, utilising power
redundancy, to keep your business’
critical infrastructure online.

KEY FEATURES
AA Secure, managed environment
for your infrastructure
AA Combine with private
connections for complete data
security

Colocation allows you to house appliances, servers, and
specialist network equipment in Over the Wire’s owned
and operated data centres.

AA Choice of facilities around the
country

Space is available in a variety of allocation sizes, ranging
from a single rack unit to multiple full racks. Varying power
configurations are available to suit your requirements.

AA Access to major Australian
carriers

Management services are available, which are designed
to reduce the time you spend in the facility, include tape
changes, remote hands, and console server access.
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THE STRAIGHT TALKING ALTERNATIVE

OUR COMPANY

Remote Hands

Who are we? A straight talking,
no-nonsense company that gets
things done quickly and without
fuss. We’re outcomes-focused.
We work to understand exactly
what you need, then build a
solution that works for you, rather
than retro-fitting your needs to
our offerings.

Qualified Over the Wire engineers
are on hand to make adjustments
to your infrastructure should
you need it. Whether it is a one
off need like installing a new
server, or a recurrent one, such
as regular tape changes, our
highly experienced staff have the
capabilities to deal with it for you.

If you’re tired of empty promises
and poor service, and you’d
prefer to deal with a more agile
and responsive company - who’s
ready to listen and to give you
what you actually need, then it
might be time to go Over the
Wire.

24/7 Support

ORDERING AND QUOTES

Our flagship Brisbane facility
is built to the following
specifications with most of our
other facilities conforming to a
similar standard.

Availability of rack space in each
data centre varies from time to
time. Our sales team will advise
you on which rack options, power
densities, and connectivity are
available in each of your desired
locations.
Once an order is placed our
provisioning team will arrange
site inductions, electrical work,
and connectivity to your racks.

SERVICE OVERVIEW

Decrease Your Downtime

Over the Wire’s network
operations team is available 24/7
throughout the year to resolve
outages or other emergencies.

DATA CENTRE
SPECIFICATIONS

Power Supply

Power is supplied using
redundant A+B feeds with an
uninterruptable power supply
(UPS). In the event of an
interruption the site remains
powered by backup batteries until
the onsite generator is started.

Security

Our datacentre sites are secured
with access card control and
monitored by CCTV. Every
entrance to the facility is logged
by time and camera image.

Accessibility

Both Full Rack and Half Rack
customers receive 24/7 secure
access via smartcard.
Per Rack Unit customers will
receive escorted access during
staffed hours.

Cooling

An APC hot-aisle containment
system, combined with an
n+1 cooling unit redundancy,
maintains the perfect
environment for your
infrastructure, mitigating the
chance of system failure due to
overheating, humidity shifts, or
temperature shocks.

By migrating your physical
infrastructure to Over the Wire’s
fully managed facilities you can
take advantage of our 99.95%
uptime, preventing costly
disruptions to your businesscritical infrastructure.
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